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Birthday party theme ideas for mom

Little Charlie loves shopping at Target with his mom, Emily Kern. So when she asked for a Target party for her third birthday, her mom got busy planning the most red, white and bull's-eye party she could think of. I honestly don't know the exact time she started really loving Target, but I think our many trips when she was a baby are to blame, Kern told
TODAY Parents, explaining that Charlie preemie, born in August 2014 at 28 weeks pregnant, and returned home from the hospital during the month of November when it was too cold to go for walks outside. Charlie Kern was looking for a birthday party with a targeted themed theme party, and mom delivered her. Emily Kern After a while, I started mixing up
a little crazy while staying in the house, Kern said. So I'd pack Charlie up and off at Target we'd go. Because their local target is near their pennsylvania home, Kern says it's become a place to stop every time they needed something around the house, often with Charlie in tow. The birthday girl with her parents, Emily and Jonathan Kern. Emily Kern When I
started asking Charlie what kind of entertainment he wanted, Target said, Kern said. I laughed and said, 'It's not a party, what about trolls?' But Charlie continued to insist on a targeted birthday party. Never miss a parent's story with the TODAY Parenting newsletter! Sign up here. After a while, I started thinking, 'It's different - let's make Target,' and at that
point, it was official, Kern.Kern said at the party served Pizza Hut, popcorn and hot dogs, just like Target serves in their store café. Emily KernSo Kern and her husband, Jonathan, went all over the place, throwing their daughter a Target party complete with bull eyes, red shirts and a dollar spot. Kern's creative Dollar Spot served as a place for children to fill
their bags with treats. Emily Kern Dollar Spot - buckets filled with toys and treats for partygoers - served as a place for children to fill their good bags. Kern filled every bucket with things like toys, candy and bubbles, and her local store gave authentic Target bags and stickers. I made the front of the house something like a store in front of Target, so when
people walked in, they felt like they were getting into Target, Kern said. In the café we served Pizza Hut, hot dogs and popcorn, just like Target. Kern made Charlie's bullseye cake herself. Emily KernFor dessert, the creative mom served red and white pretzel sticks and cakes, and handmade Charlie's Bull Cake. All in all, the party turned out great, and Charlie
had a great time, Kern said. She genuinely loves Target, like all other target enthusiasts. Allison Bozeman, of Lyons, Colorado -- owner of BirdDog Press -- threw this shindig up the creek for the 4th Floor. Julia Vandenoever One fish, two fish, three fish, FOUR. Bozeman designed these Especially for Cullin's big day. Ad credit: Julia Vandenoever A creekside
location is background for this stripe and scale-inspired party. A banner made of striped fabric and feeding bags hung from trees. Advertising Credit: Julia Vandenoever Simple table landscape, complete with red-striped table runner and kids-friendly finger food, provided a home base next to the creek. Credit: Julia Vandenoever Kids took turns throwing
magnetic poles into the lake hula-hoop to catch foam fish next to their mouth staples. Merit commercial: Julia Vandenoever Inspired by gyotaku, the Japanese art of printing fish, children created their own fish art by pressing white paper on rubber fish covered in paint. Credit: Julia Vandenoever Bozeman pushed golf tees into a block of floral foam and rested
ping-pong balls on top, then let the kids spray water pistols to knock down the balls. $5 for 25; fortandfield.com Advertisement Credit: Julia Vandenoever Swedish Fish School and fishing rod made from kebabs and bakeries have housed dessert. Credit: Julia Vandenoever Guests took home a sweet treat packed in a small bag of cellophane that said
yummy4gummy worms. Advertisement Credit: Julia Vandenoever Before the party ended, the children watched small wooden sailboats race down the creek. Originally published in the April 2011 issue of Parents magazine. There's no doubt about that: great fun has to have a phenomenal theme of fun. Try using one of these birthday party themes when
planning your teenager's next birthday party. Even if you have older teenagers, there are topics you can use. Don't forget to use a teenage birthday party planner with budget information, free printouts and a list of games. Backward PartyStart at the end and finish starting with this birthday party theme. Be sure that your guest parties come prepared, so that
they wear their fun party outfits inside out and back. Shop Until You Drop PartyWhy your teenage daughter is crazy about shopping, this topic is for her. Someone at kitchen party is fun party any day of the week for teenagers. Invite guests to a simple fellowship where they spend all their time making recipes and eating delicious food. Sports MVP PartyDoes
your teen to play on a high school sports team? Does he play football, basketball or football? It doesn't matter what sport with this perfect birthday party theme. It's great male-themed entertainment that works well for high school teams celebrating with an end-of-season event. Under SeaThis is one of those party themes that work well with boys and girls.
You can use anything under the sea, from sharks to pearls. Blast from the Past: Roaring '20sInvite guests to dress like they're from the 1920s. Blast from the Past: 50s Sock HopHave guests come with their best socks and turn on the music once they arrive. Blast from the past: Groovy '60sDecorate the area with peace signs, and have guests create tie
colored '70s DiscoEncourage guests wear clothes from the 1970s. Turn on some disco lights and have a dance competition. Flower Power PartyS on this theme, I think the 1960s meets a girl. Glam Cam PartyIs your teenager feels all girly? Well, this topic is for her. For the guests to get their work, and then take their picture. This is a great theme for a
woman's party. Hawaiian Luau PartyAsk guests wear their best Hawaiian outfits, and buy a few plastic leis to give them after they arrive. Light! Camera! Action! This is a great theme for making a movie, so get off the video camera and make sure you treat all your guests like stars. Movie party The theme of a birthday party can be whatever you want,
depending on the movie you choose. Murder Mystery PartyYour guests will have fun figuring out whodunit. Mystic PartyHoroscopes and looking at the future is what this party is all about. Nail Night PartyHave your guests paint their nails at this teenage birthday party. Pizza PartyThis fun works anytime. Guests can make their own pizzas. Puttin' on GlitzTry
jewelry making a party that will put a sparkle in the eyes of your guests. Splish! Pool PartyEnjoy warm weather with this summer birthday theme. Viva Las VegasCelebrate your teenager's birthday with some fun cards and dice games. Wild, Wild West PartyYou have a barn? Then you must host the dance. This subject is so much more than pretending to be
a cowboy. This topic can work well for older teenagers if they are in a large group. You can also have a bonfire if you have space. JIU Looking for a new way to celebrate your child's birthday? Then check out our list of five birthday topics guaranteed to be a good time. From a science party to a theme under the sea, there will certainly be something for your
special birthday boy or little girl. Each theme contains ideas for decorations, activities and food: so go ahead and start the fun! Science entertainment If your child dreams of becoming the next Marie Curie or Louis Pasteur, this theme of fun is for you. Décor: Fill your home with all things science, including old lava lamps, rock collections, white lab coats,
plastic beaks and handmade warning signs. Keep balloon, streamer and invitation colors very muted, such as white, blue and silver, to mimic a sterile laboratory environment. Activities: Look for some simple science experiments on Exploratorium.edu and HunkinsExperiments.com. Or let the children make their own play dough from the usual household
ingredients and keep additional takeaway containers in case they want to take their creation home. Visit Teachnet.com instructions. Food: Have a make-your-own sundae buffet for kids. Put topping themes, such as Pop Rocks and Gummi Worms, in a petr jar or plastic squash and let the kids top up their favorite ice cream flavor with scientific treats. Dinosaur
fun Does your child insist on sleeping with a dinosaur toy instead of a stuffed one If so, check out this theme of entertainment that takes children to Dig. Décor: Great decorating ideas for this theme include magnifying glass, shovels, pails and safari hats. Hang cards on the walls all around the party room. Activities: Hide dinosaur bones (aka dog bones)
around the house or yard; children may pretend to be paleonologists looking for bones. Create a story about the digs they're on and hand out rewards when they plan them all. Food: Dirt Squares and Stack of Bones cookies are the perfect recipes for this topic. Knights and Princesses Party If your child is obsessed with dam dam times, this medieval
celebration is just for your little king or queen. Décor: Encourage children to dress for fun. Girls should wear their best dresses, boys should make cardboard armor, and wizards should make cloaks. Have extra tiaras, plastic swords and magic wands lying around for props. Drape the sheets around a specific party room to give the place a castle-like
atmosphere and use medieval-themed crockery, like a cup to set the mood. Finally, remember, purple is the color of royalty, so use this shade for balloons and streamers. Activities: Let your young knights and princesses kill the dragon piñata. Fill the interior with prize-themed, such as jewel candidacy and fireballs, and give the winner a knightly ceremony. Or
try a royal vulture hunt with a treasure chest as a reward. Food: Set food banquet style, as kings and queens did in their castles long ago. Serve themed finger food and make a decorative cake such as this Dragon cake or princess jewelry box cake. Under the Sea Party This party theme is perfect for your mini-marine biologist. Décor: You can buy an
inexpensive bubble machine to create an underwater ambience that children will love. Use blue and green tissue paper on the windows to make a teal glow throughout the room that looks like shimmering ocean water and hang green streamers from the ceiling to make them look like algae. Activities: Instead of duck, duck, goose, let the children play fish, fish,
shark to get into the marine theme. Another fun underwater activity, they have craft sticks and thick paper for children to make their own sea creature dolls. Then put them on a puppet show using your animals under the sea as characters. Record the performance the children will watch later. Food: Fish sticks are a safe bet for this topic. You can also cut hot
dogs to look like octopus by making four slits at one end of the hot dog and spreading out your tentacles to keep the octopus upright. Blue-green punch is good to drink and this under the ocean cake is a good dessert option. Tea party For spring birthdays go out into the garden for a bloom-inspired tea party. Décor: Set the table to look as grown-up as
possible. Arrange the tablecloth on the table and stick it with teapots, cups and saucers. Have participants bring dolls and wear fancy clothing for dressing. On are chairs for stuffed animals that also attend the party. Make sure that each table has a beautiful floral other decorations in floral bloom shades (pink, yellow and light purple). Activities: Buy a cheap
straw hatsat craft and hobby store, then collect ribbons, fabric and buttons so that each guest can make their own tea party hat. Since the table is already set outside, a fun game of musical chairs is also a great option (with classical music, of course). Food: Hot tea is probably not a great option, but try sticking to brown liquids (such as soda or chocolate milk)
to make the beverage resemble tea. You can also set up a bowl with fruit punch as an alternative. Serve classy finger sandwiches (mini-peanut butter and jelly or cucumber sandwiches) accumulated on a decorative plate, as well as muffins, scones and fruitcakes. This content is created and maintained by a third party and is imported to this page to help
users order their e-mail addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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